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ABSTRACT 
Gauss's (2n+ 1)-point trigonometric nterpolation formula, based upon f(xi), i = 1(1)2n+ 1, 
gives a trigonometric sum of the nth order, S2n+ l(x) = a 0 + X n_ l(a;cos jx+b;sin jx), which 
j - -  j J 
may be integrated to provide formulas for either direct quadrature or stepwise integration of  
differential equations having periodic (or near-periodic) solutions. An "orthogonal" trigono- 
metric sum S2r + l(X) is one that satisfies 
fbS2r+l(X )S2r,+l(x)dx = 0, r'<r, 
and two other arbitrarily imposable conditions needed to make S2r+l(X ) unique. Two proofs 
are given of a fundamental factor theorem for any S2n+l(X ) (somewhat different from that 
for polynomials) from which we derive 2r-point Gaussian-type quadrature formulas, 
r = [n/2] + 1, which are exact for any S4r_l(X ). We have 
  S4r_l(x)dx =   £1AjS4r-l(Xj), 
where the nodes x;, j = l(1)2r, are the zeros of the ortho~onal S~,_±,(x). It is proven that 
J ¢~ / - iT  / 1 
A i > 0 and that 2r-1 of the nodes must lie within the interval [a,b], and the remaining node 
J • * , , (which may or may not be m [a,b]) must be real. Unlike Legendre polynomials, any [a ,b ] 
other than a translation of [a,b], requires different and unrelated sets of nodes and weights. 
Gaussian-type quadrature formulas are applicable to the numerical integration of the Gauss 
(2n+ 1)- point interpolation formulas, with extra efficiency when the latter are expressed in 
barycentric form. S2r+l(X ), xj and Aj, j=  1(1)2r, were calculated for [a,b] = [0, ~r/4], 2r= 2 
and 4, to single-precision accuracy. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Gauss [1 p. 281] gave the following interpolation 
formula for the trigonometric sum 
$2n+1 = S2n_+l(X) ---- 
a 0 + E n (ajcos jx + bjsin ix), (1) 
j=l  
which is determined uniquely by S2n+l(Xi) = f(xi), 
i = -n(1)n, where x i are any 2n+1 arbitrary points : 
S2n+ l(X) = Eni=--n [l~inj=-n sin l(x'xj)/  
'n ½ 1I. sin (x i- xj)] f(xi), (2) 
J~  -l' l 
j= i missing from II'. Various extensions of (2) to 
include osculatory interpolation have been treated 
exhaustively in [2] - [4]. The present article is con- 
cerned just with the quadrature of (1) or (2). In this 
connection we introduce a new form of trigonometric 
orthogonality from which we derive Gaussian-type 
quadrature formulas, Le., involving fewer than 2n+1 
special values of $2n+1 , that are exact for any 
S2n+1, It will be shown here how this new Gaussian- 
type quadrature, assuming that the required nodes 
and weight factors have been precomputed to
sufficient accuracy, when applied to the numerical 
integration of (2), can save work in two ways. The 
first is in an alternate way of computing the coef- 
ficients of f(xi) that are used in the integration 
formulas which involves less work than obtaining the 
explicit trigonometric-sum formulas for the coef- 
ficients of f(xi) in (2) and their integrals, and then 
calculating those integrals between the necessary limits. 
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The second way bypasses the need for quadrature of 
the coefficients of f(xi) by directly computing the 
right member of (2) at the Gaussian points. We reduce 
the number of operations if we employ the barycent- 
tic form of either (2) or the coefficients of f(xi) in 
(2). That form (which is generally labor-saving) was 
given originally in [51 
2. INTERPOLATION (1) 
For interpolation or integration of periodic or near- 
periodic functions based upon (2) there might be 
advantages over the familiar Lagrange polynomial 
interpolation formula which (27 resembles in having 
sin1 ( x-x'Tv in place of x-x.. It could be feasible to 
hay 2 the ~i's located further apart from each other, 
particularly in the stepwise numerical integration of 
differential equations where steps that might be large, 
possibly even gigantic by comparison with those based 
upon polynomial interpolation, would save many 
computer operations. When the xi's are too close we 
should not expect (2) to differ appreciably from the 
corresponding Lagrange formula. E.g., in (2) for 
2n+1=7 when the xi's increase with i at equal inter- 
vals of ~/36=5 ° and x is within the interval 
[X_n,Xn], an upper bound for the relative deviation in 
any coefficient of f(xi) from the corresponding La- 
grange coefficient is less than 6 0/o (the relative devia- 
tion is more likely to be around I °/o), so that one 
should certainly not have intervals < ~r/36 (2). 
Explicit expressions for the remainder R2n+l(X) in 
f(x) = S2n+l(X) + R2n+l(XT, (3 7 
are not known in the sense of those for Lagrangian 
polynomial intcrpolatlon, i.e., in terms of derivatives. 
Some forms of R2n+l(X 7 that are suggested for 
further study are discussed in [3 pp. 411-412]. 
Writing 
R2n+l(X) = IT n sin½(x-xj)t~(x 7, (4) 
J---- -n 
so that ~ (x) corresponds to the divided difference 
factor in the remainder in Lagrange's formula, we 
fred from (27 and (3) that 
,(x) = f(x) 
iif=_n sin 1 (x-xj) 
+ z. f(xi) (5) 
I---- -n  'n sin 1 sin i (xi_x) i'[j=_n (xi'xj) 
which is a generalization of the usual explicit ex- 
pression for the (2n+1) th order divided difference 
[XXn... Xn] that preserves the symmetry in the 2n+2 
arguments x, x n ..... x n. We obtain similar formulas 
by replacing sin I (x-xi) by any dp(x-xi) in (27 - (5), 
where qb (x) is an odd function, which are limited by 
the absence of an estimate by some convenient ana- 
lytic expression and also by the absence of both a 
3-term recurrence formula and a Steffensen-Popoviciu 
type formula for the divided difference of a 
product (3). However one possible advantage in 
R2n+l  (x) over the remainder in polynomial inter- 
n 1 polation is that the factor 1I. sin w (x-x:) remains 
j=-n ~ J 
less than 1 in absolute value for any x outside 
[X_n, Xn], so that in integrating (3) over any interval 
[a,b], we have 
[R2n+l(X)[<(b-a) x U.B. for l$(x 7 [in [a,b]. 
3. STEPWISE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Besides straightforward quadrature, an important 
application of (2) might be in the stepwise numerical 
integration of y' = ~b (x,y) or y" = ~b (x,y,y') when 
y is known or expected to be periodic or nearly 
periodic, e.g., for orbits, satellites, periodic solutions 
of differential equations like Mathieu functions, etc. 
In such cases, y' or y" would usually have the same 
or nearly the same period, so that we could replace 
f(xi) in (2) by the highest order derivative qb (xi, Yi) 
or ~b (xi, Yi, y' i) and then integrate to obtain various 
formulas, such as predictor-correctors. 
For stepwise integration where the xi's are at equal 
intervals of h = xi+ 1 - x i, it is convenient to employ 
the variable p, where x = x 0 + ph, x i = x 0 + ih 
and (27 becomes 
S2n+l(X) = S2n+l(Ph) = 
E n ( ErL 0 (ar, iCOS rph + br,iSin rph) ) f(xi). 
I---- -n (6) 
An advantage in the variable p lies in the symmetry 
relations in (6 7 where we have 
ar, i = ar,_ i, br,i = -br,_ i. (7) (4) 
Explicit expressions for the indefinite integrals of 
(6), namely, 
n 
fS2n+l (X)dx= y~i=_nAi(P,h)f(xi ), (8) 
(1) While all of the material in the next two sections 2 and 3 is not: essential or closely related to the subject in the tide, 
its inclusion might be justified on the basis of not only peripheral interest, but also the possibilities in the further develop- 
ment of some relations. 
(2) Thus the author now believes that of his choice of the intervals 7r/6, ~/12, ~'/60, ~/120 and ~/600 in [3], the last three 
are probably too fine to give formulas that are trigonometrically distinctive. 
(3) For an entirely different generalization f a divided difference that preserves both the 3-term recurrence formula and a 
formula for a product (but not the symmetry), see [6]. 
(4) When the coefficients of f(xi) are expressed in terms of cos rx and sin rx there is no symmetry unless x 0 = 0. 
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and 
n B • I f  S2n+l(X)dx2= Zi=.n i(P,h)f(xi), (9) 
for the 3-, 5- and 7-point cases, are given in Append- 
ix I. When f(x) = y"(x), we have for a single 
quadrature 
n A y'(x) = Y.j=_n { j(p,h) - Aj(i,h)}f(xj) + y'(xi) , (10) 
and for double quadrature, by applying (10) to 
f x y, (x) dx, 
x i 
y(x) = Z n {B (-,h" j---n j P )-Bj(i,h)}f(xj) - 
Z n (x-xi) j=-n Aj(i,h)f(xj) + (x-xi)Y'(Xi) + Y(Xi). (11) 
In (10) and (11) various choices of x and x.., that is, 
p and i, yield different predictor-correctors ~or inte- 
grating y' = qb (x,y) and y" = qb (x,y,y'). E.g., 
X=Xn+ landx  i=xn,orP=n+land i=n,  
provide single-step redictors. Next, after finding 
the last highest-order derivative and then shifting 
indices where x i for i =-n+l (1 )n+l  is the new 
xi_ 1, we employ correctors that are derived, by 
setting in (107 and (11), x = the new x n and x i = 
the new Xn_ 1, or p -_ n and i = n-1. 
It would be useful to have 1Aj (.P,h) :n ld : j  (aPn,dh)suPi~e - 
computed fo rp=-n(1)n+ , j=-  ( ) , "- 
able values of h. Five suggested intervals h that may 
provide for most needs are 7r/4, Tr/6, n/12, 7r/18 
and ~/36 (45 ° down to 5°), ranging from 1/8 to 
1/72 of a period or near-period (cf. 2, first para- 
graph). From these values of A.(p,h) and B.(p,h) 
• J 
one can immediately produce ]ormulas for predict- 
ing and correcting over one or more intervals of h. 
To save computer operations one should try out the 
largest values of h that may work with a single 
application of a corrector formula. 
It is convenient to have x in units so that y has the 
period 2 n, and h may be chosen, as indicated above, 
to be different fractions of ;r. Thus ff the differen- 
tial equation was originally u' = q/(t,u) or u" = 
~/(t,u,u') where the period or near-period of u is T, 
and the integration is in steps of AT, in changing 
the variable by x - x 0 = (2~/T)(t-t0), so that 
u(t) = y(x), the differential equations become 
y' = qb (x,y) = (T/2n) ~b ((T(x-x0)/2~r)+t0,Y(X)), 
and (12) 
y" = ~ (x,y,y') -(T/2~) 2 ~ ((T(x-x0)/2 ~r )+ 
t0,Y(X), 2~ry'(x)/T), (13) 
and ti=t0+iAt ransforms into x i= x 0 +i2TrAT/T, or 
in other words, steps of Ax = h = 2~AT/T. (5) 
4. TRIGONOMETRIC ORTHOGONALITY AND 
GAUSSIAN-TYPE QUADRATURE 
We consider now an alternative approach to the 
exact quadrature of any S 2_ +l(X) which requires 
its values at slightly more t~an n nodes, instead of 
2n+1, this being analogous to Gaussian quadrature 
for polynomials, but with modifications and limita- 
tions that are inherent in trigonometric sums. We 
first establish some fundamental lemmas for any 
S2n+l(X ) expressed by (17 and having real coef- 
ficients, which are analogous to factor theorems for 
polynomials. 
Lemma I. 
Corresponding to either a pair of real zeros of 
S2n+l(X), x 1 and x 2 (not to be confused with 
nodes x i in (2)) where x] -x 2 ¢ m~, or a complex 
conjugate pair of zeros x 1 _+ iYl, there is a factoriza- 
tion 
S2n+l(X ) = ( l+a  1 cos x+ f~l sin x) S2n_l(X ). 
(147 
The factor 1 + a I cos x + B 1 sin x can be made to 
vanish: at a real x I and x 2 by choosing 
a 1 = (sin x2-sin Xl)/sin(x] -x2) and 
•1 = (cos Xl-COS x2)/sin (Xl-X2). For the pair of 
complex conjugates x I + iy I we find that 
1 + c~ 1 cos (x 1 +iYl) + B1 sin(x I + iYl) vanishes for 
a 1 = -cos Xl/COsh Yl and B1 =-sin Xl/COsh Yl" 
Let S2n+l(X.3)_- k.,1 where X.,jj _-1(1)2n-1 are any 
real t~oints where 1"+ a-  cos X: + B 1 sin X. ~: 0 We 
L 1 j 1 I " 
determine the coefficients in the S2n_l(X~ which 
agrees, with k-/(l+c~lj • cos X:j + ~1 sin Xj) at x =X j ,  
j = l(1)2n-1. The product 
( l+a l  cos x + E1 sin x)S2n_l(X ) is an S2n+l(X) 
that agrees with S2n+l(X ) at the 2n+l points 
Xl,X2,X 1 ..... X2n_l, or xl+iYl,Xl-iY 1, X 1 ..... X2n_l. 
Since an S2n+l(X ) is determined uniquely by its 
values at any 2n+1 points, S2n+l(X) - S2n+l(X ), 
which proves (14). 
Lemma 2 
For any r = l(1)n, S2n+l(X) with real coefficients 
has the (non-unique) factorization 
S2n+l (x) ={IljL 1(1+ ajcos x+ f~j sin x)} S2n_ 2r+ 1 (x), 
(157 
(5) Once the stepwise integration is under way at intervals of h and we are obtaining Yi' Y'i and Y"i for xi, to obtain our 
original u(ti) , ~b(ti,ui) or q/(ti, ui,u'i) , it is apparent from (12) and (13) that no further computation is needed beyond 
replacing x i by t i, Yi by u i, Y'i by 2TrY'i/T for u'.l --- ~i or y"i by 4Tr2y"i/T 2 for u" i = @i" 
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each of the factors 1 + aj cos x + Bj sin x correspond- 
in~ to a pair of real roots or complex conjugate 
roots. When r = n, Sl(X ) = k.(6) 
The proof is by the repeated application of 
lemma 1 to the right side of (14). This may be con- 
tinued as far as r = n since every S2n+l(X) has 2n 
roots, and the real coefficients of S2n+l(X ) neces- 
sitates having all the complex roots in conjugate 
pairs. Different pairings of the even number of real 
roots of S2n+l(X ) give different S3(x ) factors in (15). 
Another way to prove lemmas 1 and 2 which is more 
concise and sophisticated is as follows : From 
uniqueness, any S2n+l(X ) is determined, to within 
a constant factor, by its roots x 1 ... .  , X2n, since the 
linear system of equations for the coefficients, after 
normalization of S2n+l(X) to 1 + a I cos x + blSin x 
+ is non-homo eneous with non-vanishin 
"'" g ,,~ 1 g determinant. But 1171 "".__ sin~ (x-xi) is an S2n+l(X) 
having the same roots and pairs of its factors are of 
the form a + b cos x + c sin x. Therefore 
2n ½ 
S2n+l(X) = X IIi= 1sin (x-xi) = 
11 
)~1 tli=l (1 + bicos x + cisin x), which proves both 
lemmas 1 and 2. 
Remarks: 
The uniqueness of the interpolating S2n+l(X) is 
needed in the proof of these factor theorem lemmas. 
Gauss gave also an even-point formula for trigono- 
metric interpolation by inserting a factor of 
cosl(x-xi) into each coefficient of f(xi) in (2), 
with 2n in place of 2n+1; but since the resulting 
S2n+l(X) still has 2n+1 coefficients for only 2n 
values of f(xi), and thus is not uniquely determined, 
we cannot complete the argument leading to (14) 
and (15). In [2] it is shown how to further modify 
Gauss's formula by adding to his modified (2) a term 
of the form X 1I n sin ,:1 (x-xj) which will produce 
j ~ -n  
an S2n+l(X) that lacks either the cos nx or sin nx 
term and is uniquely determined by f(xi), i = 1(1)2n. 
The artificiality of a trigonometric sum which is 
prescribed to be without cos nx or sin nx is likely 
to make it no more accurate than (2) for 2n-1 points. 
But the main difficulty in obtaining a factor theorem 
like (14) when cos nx or sin nx is missing would 
occur in that part of the above argument where an 
S2n_l(X) lacking a cos (n-l) x or sin (n-l) x term 
would be multiplied by 1+ alCOS x + BlSin x to 
give a product S2n+l(X) having both cos nx and 
sin nx terms, so that it could not be a factorization 
of an S2n+l(X) lacking a cos nx or sin nx term. 
These properties of even-point interpolation justify 
the restriction of the present investigation to just the 
well-known odd-point case given by (2). 
We now define an orthogonal S2r+l(X)(7) with 
respect o an interval [a,b] by 
b 
f S2r+l(X)S2r,+l(X)dx = 0, r'< r. (16) 
a 
Obviously (16) is equivalent to requiring the 2r+1 
coefficients in $2r+1 to satisfy the 2r-1 conditions 
b 
fS2r+l(X)COS r'x dx= 0, r'=0(1)r-1, 
a 
b 
af S2r+l(X)Sin r'x dx = 0, r' = 1(1)r-1. (16') 
In (16) or (16') there are still two degrees of freedom 
in the choice of the coefficients of S2r+l(X), which 
differs from orthogonal polynomials, where there is 
one degree of freedom, in a constant factor. Thus 
we might choose to make 
b 
af[S2r+X(X)]2dx = 1, aj or bj, the coefficient of 
cos jx or sin jx, = 1 (in particular, a0), which are 
normalization conditions, or perhaps 
E r Z r j=0 aj = 0 or j= l  jbj = 0 which are interpolation 
' 0 conditions for $2r+1(0 ) 0 or S 2r+1( ) = 0, or 
even an extra (2r) th orthogonality condition either 
b 
of a f S2r+l(X)COS rx dx = 0 or 
b 
a f S2r+l(x)sin rx dx = 0 (not both). 
With any two of these conditions upplementary to 
(16) or (16'), S2r+l(X ) is determined completely. 
The choice of conditions does not affect the applica- 
tion to Ganssian-type quadrature which follows. (8) 
Suppose that an S2m+l(X ) equals an S2n+l(X), 
m < n, at any 2m points x., j = 1(1)2m. Then since 
. J  
S2n+l(X ) - S2m+l(X) is an S2n+l(x) that vanishes 
at xj, we have, by lemma 2, 
S2n+l(X) - S2m+l(X ) = S2n+l(X) 
= {IT m ,(1 + a;cos x+ fSj sin x) )S2n_2m+l(X), 
J= l  O (17) 
the expression i  braces being a particular S2m+l(X) 
that vanishes at xj. Applying lemma 2 again, to any 
S2m + l(X) vanishing at xj, 
S2m+ 1 (x) = {IIjm= 1 (1+ ajcos x+ 13jsin x) } S l(x), (18) 
where Sl(X ) = k =/= 0. Now let m = r and xj, 
j = 1(1)2r, be the zeros of any one of the two-para- 
r 
(6) In general k =/= a 0 in (2), since the constant term in the product {~=1 "'" ) in (15) is usually =/: 1. 
(7) The "r" in place of "n" will distinguish orthogonal trigonometric sums from those that are non-orthogonal, but only 
vchen occurring in "2r+1" and not in r', 4r-1, etc. 
(8) The author's preference is for a0= 1 and $2r+1(0 ) : 0. 
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S meter family of orthogonal2r+l(X) s for some 
[a,b], so that the left member of (18) is S2r+l(X ). 
These 2r x:'s have one degree of freedom. Applying 
(17) and (~8), whenever 2r>2n-2r, or r > n/2, we 
have (remembering that it is ~2m+l(X) in (18) that 
becomes the ortho£onal S2r+l(X ) while the 
S2m+l(X) in (17) becomes any non-orthogonal 
S2r+l(X) that equals S2n+l(X ) at xj, j = 1(1)2r) : 
b b 
[ S2n+ l(X)dx = 
1 b 
a f S2r+l(X)S2n_2r+l(X)dx = 0. (19) 
We now apply (2) for 2r+1 points instead of 2n+l  
points, which are x., j = 1(1)2r, the zeros of 
S2r+l(X) and any ~bitrary (2r+1) th point X2r+l, 
letting f(x) = S2n+l(X ), the indices in the summa- 
tion being j = 1(1)2r+1 instead of i =-n(1)n. The 
right member of (2) is then an S2r+l(X) which 
equals S2n+l(X ) at xj, j = 1(1)2r+1, so that from 
(19) we obtain 
b 2r _ b .  ,2r+1 sinl(x_xk)/ fS2n+l(x)d = Zj=l(f t k=l 
]'[k2__r ~ls in  l(xj-xk)] dx } S2n+l(Xj), (20) 
k=j  missing from 1]', the coefficient of 
S2n+l(X2r+l)  dropping out because it is the 
integral of a trigonometric Sum having the same 
zeros as S2r+l(X ), making it proportional to 
fbS2r+l(x)dx = 0. In fact, X2r+l is a completely 
ignorable node because while it apparently does 
enter into the expressions for the coefficients of 
S^ - - (x . )  in (20), in actual fact we can compute znTx ] 
those coefficients, say Aj, much more easily by 
solving a 2r x 2r linear system involving just x_., 
, J 
j = 1(1)2r, choosing 2r special S2n+l(X ) s, such as 
1, cos x, sin x ..... for insertion into (21) below. 
The sole function of the dummy node X2r+l has 
been to enter into the construction of an ~2r+l(X) 
to which we may apply (19). Thus it is simpler to 
express (20) as (with Aj's defined as above) 
b 2r A 
a f S2n+l(x)dx = Zj= 1 jS2n+l(Xj). (21) 
(Of. with the derivation for polynomials in [7 pp. 
46-47], or [8 pp. 101-102]). 
Since the least r>n/2 is n/2 + 1 for n even and 
(n+1)/2 for n odd, we always have 2r = 2[n/2] + 
2, [...] denoting the nearest integer, so that we may 
refer to (20) or (21) as a (2[n/2] + 2)-point Gaussian- 
type quadrature formula giving (2n+ 1)-point accur- 
acy, Le., for trigonometric sums of the n th order. 
It is apparent that there is more efficiency in apply- 
ing this Gaussian-type quadrature to an S4m+3(x) 
rather than an S4m+l(X), since in both cases the 
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same set of 2r = 2m + 2 nodes and weights will be 
employed in (21). In other words, 2r special points 
give up to (4r-1)-point accuracy. This is almost com- 
parable to polynomial Gaussian quadrature where 2r 
points can give 4r-point accuracy. 
We can prove that Aj is always positive, and also 
obtain an explicit expression for A~ that does not 
have the dummy node X2r+l which is in (20), in the 
following way : Choose S2n+l(X ) in (21) to be 
[]i 2r . • k=l ,k: / : j  sml(x-xk)] 2 _  which has 2r-1 factors of 
the form a + b cos x + c sin x that combine into an 
S4r_l(X). From the single term that does not vanish 
in the right member of (21) we obtain 
b 2r 
Aj = a f {T[k=l, _.[sinl(x-xk)/sin~(x.-xk) ] )2dx. 
K ::/'::j z /_, j 
(22) 
There is a close resemblance of (22) to the correspond- 
ing formula for polynomials ([7 p. 47 (3.4.6)] or 
[8 p. lo41). 
Concerning the location of the zeros of any orthogon- 
al S2r+l(X ) for some [a,b], we can employ arguments 
similar to those for polynomials in [7 pp. 43-44], or 
[8 p. 21], by employing factors l+a  cos x +b sinx 
in place of x - x i, with comparable results (not quite 
the same). We can establish that the 2r roots xj, 
j = 1(1)2r, are all real and simple, and that either all 
2r or 2r-1 of them lie within [a,b], as follows : 
If the number of zeros that are within [a,b] and 
which have odd multiplicity is even, say 2m, and is 
~< 2r-2, we may pair the zeros to produce m factors 
of the form 1 + a cos x + b sin x constituting an 
S2m+l(X ) for which S2r+l(X ) S2m+l(X ) is of 
constant sign within [a,b] so that 
b 
a f S2r+l(X ) S2m+l(x)dx :/: 0, in contradiction to the 
orthogonality of S2r+l(X). Thus ff there is an even 
number of zeros having odd multiplicity within [a,b], 
that number must be 2r and consequently those 
zeros are all simple. 
If there is an odd number of zeros of odd multiplicity, 
which is less than 2r-1 in number, it is ~ 2r-3. After 
pairing off 2r-4 or a smaller even number to produce 
r-2 or less factors of the form 1 +a cos x + b sin x, 
the remaining zero, say x O, is paired with any real 
number x e that is outside [a,b] to produce a factor 
of the form 1 + a cos x + b sin x which, with the 
preceding r-2 or less factors, produces an 
S2m+l(X ) where 2m+1~2r-1 and such that 
b 
fS2r+l (X  S2m+l(X)dX 4= 0, again in contradiction 
to the orthogonality. This shows that if the number 
of zeros of odd multiplicity within [a,b] is odd, it 
must be 2r-1, and consequently all zeros are simple. 
The (2r) th zero, which must also be real, may or 
may not be outside [a,b]. q.e.d. 
Since after the translation of variable x' = x + k any 
S2n+l(X' ) remains an S2n+l(X), the Ganssian-type 
quadrature formula (21) for any other interval 
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[a+k, b+k] has the same weights A. for nodes J 
xj+k, j = 1(1)2r. Unlike the polynomial case for 
Gaussian quadrature where the formula based on the 
zeros of the Legendre polynomials adjusted to any 
interval [a,b] is transformable into any other interval 
[a', b'], we require a different and unrelated set of 
nodes and weights when the length of [a', b'] is 
different from that of [a,b], because for x' =Xx+k 
an S2n + 1 (x') becomes an g2n+l  ()~x)" 
The nodes xj and weights Aj should be precomputed 
to high precision and be available for intervals [a,b] 
for which they are most likely to be needed. A 
multi-precision basic table of nodes and weights for 
2r = 2(2)16 for important intervals [a,b] which 
would integrate xactly (except for roundoff) any 
S2n+l(X) through 2n+1 = 31, would be quite use- 
ful. The results of a calculation of xj and /~ for the 
two lowest order cases are given in Appendix II. 
5. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF (2) 
The most obvious application of (21) is in any 
straightforward quadrature of a function known to 
be either an exact S2n+l(X ) or closely approximated 
by one. But there are also advantages in applying 
this Gaussian-type quadrature to the numerical 
integration of an interpolating S2n+l(X) given by 
(2), in which the f(xi), i = -n(1)n, are either pre- 
viously known, prescribed to meet some condition, 
or just easily found or computed, even though the 
number of points is 2n+1. E.g., the f(xi) may be 
closely related to, or readily obtainable from some 
function that was calculated by stepwise numerical 
integration as described in 3. When we have the 
coefficients of f(xi) in (2) given explicidy in the 
S2n+l(X) form as in (1), we know their integrals 
also in the S2n+l(X) form and they can be calculat- 
ed for any x, there being no more work when the 
xi's are at irregular intervals. However, as n increases 
there is a considerable amount of labor in obtaining 
the explicit S2n+l(X)expressions for those coef- 
ficients of f(xi) in (2). For instance, for n = 11, or 
23 points, even for xi's equally spaced, if we wish 
to obtain aj and bj in (1) from (2) direcdy (i.e., not 
recursively, where we know aj and bj for n = 10) 
we should have for each of the 23 nodes (12 nodes 
for equal spacing of x i, and x 0 = 0, by symmetry) 
a sum of more than 2,000,000 cos(x*_ Xk+Xl + ...) 
terms to be combined to get (1). But there is no 
need to expand the coefficients of f(xi) in (2) into 
their explicit S2n+l(X ) forms. Since we require 
numerical values of definite integrals we may apply 
(21) to each of the 2n+1 coefficients of f(xi) in (2), 
say S2n+l,i(x ), in their sine-factor form, with no 
extra work when the xi's are irregularly spaced. E.g., 
12 Ganssian nodes xj, j = 1(1)12, are needed to 
integrate the coefficients of f(xi), i = 1(1)23, in (2) 
(of course, the x i are 23 arbitrary points having no 
connection with the Gaussian points xj). Thus for 
any n and r~> 2[n/2] + 2 we have (replacing the non- 
Gaussian xj in (2) by Xk), 
b 
a f [1I 'n sin I (X-Xk)/ II 'n s inl(xrXkl]dx 
k= -n 2 k= -n 2 
b 2r AS 
= afS2n+l, i(x)dx = Ej=I J 2n+l, i(xj )
: Ej :  1 Aj II~n=_nSm 12-.(XlXk)], 
i =-n(1)n, (23) 
k=i  missing from IF. 
For equally spaced xi's, where [a,b] is [x0+ilh, 
x0+i2h ], (23) gives Ai(i2,h ) - Ai(il,h ), to be used 
either as Cotes numbers or as described in 3 for 
stepwise numerical integration. When a second-order 
equation like y" = qb (x,y,y') occurs, by introducing 
z = y' we obtain two first-order equations for which 
it suffices to have only Ai(P,h ). 
An alternative way to integrate (2) which bypasses 
the advance computation of integration coefficients 
is to apply (21) where S2n+l(Xj), j = 1(1)2r 
(= 2[n/2] + 2), is obtained from the barycentric form 
of (2) : 
n n 
S2n+l(X) = Ei=_nCXi(x)f(xi)/Ei=_nai(x ), (24) 
where 
c~i(x ) = ai/sinl(x-xi), i = -n(1)n, (25) 
and a i are the following 2n+l  constants that can be 
precomputed and stored, 
a i = 1 /II] n sinl(xi-xk), i = -n(1)n. (26) 
K: -n  L 
The right member of (21) is, by (24), 
E~r "A n n 
=1 ( j {Z i=.nCti(xj)f(xi ))/Zi=.ncxi(xj)} 
n 2r n 
= Ei=_n{r.j=lAjCti(xj) / r.i=.n~i(xj)}f(x i) 
n 2r 
= ~.i=.n{Ej=lAjg2n+l,i(xj)} f(xi) , (27) 
since the multiplier of Aj in the middle member of 
(27) is the barycentric form of S . . . .  (x.) zn~l,1 j " 
Comparing numbers of muhiplication-divi~ions (MD s) 
in (27) in the middle term and the rightmost erm 
when S2n+l,i(x_. ) is calculated as def'med in (2), 
assuming that ~ is already available and discounting 
the computationas for sin~ (xj-xi), sin 1 (xi-x k) and 
a i in (26), which are almost the same in number for 
both methods, the former has (2n+l){2[n/2]+3} 
MD's for the Aj and f(xi) factors +(2n+2){2[n/2]+2} 
MD's for the barycentric part, = (4m+3)(2[n/2]+2) 
+ 2n+ 1 for the total, while the latter has the same 
for the Aj and f(xi) factors + 2n(2n+l){2[n/2]+2} 
MD's for the S2n+l,i(xj), = (4n2+4n+l){2[n/2]+2} 
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+2n+l  for the total, making it many more than, 
and therefore non-competitive with the former (9). 
But the leftmost member of (27) involves 
2(2n+l){2[n/2]+2) MD's in the inner {...}, + an- 
other 4[n/2]+4 in the outer Zj operation for a 
total of (4n+4){2[n/2] + 2) MD's, which is about 
the same as for the middle member. Therefore, in 
applying Gaussian-type quadrature to (2), there is a 
substantial saving in MD operations in employing 
the barycentrlc form of either S2n+l(X ) or the 
S2n+l,i(x), the coefficients of f(xi). 
There may be a practical problem in the possibility 
of a node exterior to [a,b] when the function is 
known only within [a,b]. We may overcome that 
problem by trigonometric extrapolation, or attempt 
some other method of analytic continuation. When 
integrating (2) there should be no difficulty when 
the interval [X_n,Xn] contains both [a,b] and the 
external node, or (2) is accurate nough to calculate 
the integrand when the containment is only partial. 
A topic for further investigation that will not be 
pursued here is the application of Gaussian-type 
trigonometric quadrature to one of the classes of 
trigonometric osculatory interpolation polynomials 
that were studied in [2]. Of the four classes, i.e., 
even. even 
odd ) number of nodes with (odd) number of 
conditions (function with successive derivatives) at 
each node, only the odd-odd class is eligible, that 
being the one out of the four having an odd total 
number of conditions which is necessary for inter- 
polation by an SZn+l(X). The simplest odd-odd cases 
are when f(xi), f'(xi) and f"(xi) are given at any 2m+1 
points for i =-m(1)m, and 2n+1 =6m+3, so that 
for one point, m = 0 and 2n+1 = 3, for three points, 
m= 1 and 2n+1 = 9, etc. These osculatory 
S6m+3(x)'s have a barycentric form that is an ex- 
tension of (24)-(26) (cf. [2] pp. 91-92, eq. (19) for 
general barycentric formula and pp. 93-94 for 
specific formulas for the coefficients of f(xi), P(xi) 
and f"(xi) ) which is applicable to Gaussian-type 
quadrature in formulas that are extensions of (27). 
APPENDIX I 
Ai(P,h ) and Bi(P,h ), i = -n(1)n. 
Three-Point 
[cos(h/2)ph- + [sin(h/2)] cos ph-  [cos(h/Z)] sin ph 
A~'I(P'h) = 2sin (h/2) sin h 
[cos h] ph -  sin ph 
A0(P'h) = -2sin 2(h/2) 
Five-Point 
A-T- 2(P) = 
[ 1+ cos h + cos 2h ] ph+ [sin 2h] cos ph-[l+ 2cos h + cos 2h ]sin ph ~, 1[sin h]cos 2ph+ 1[cos h]sin 2ph 
8sin(h/2)sin h sin(3h/2)sin 2h 
AT. l(P,h) = 
[cos(h/2)+cos(3h/2)+cos(5h/2)] phi- [sin(3h/2)-sin(Sh/2)] cos ph 
- [2cos(h/2)+ cos(3h/2)+ cos(5h/2)] sin phrv -12 [sin(h/2)] cos 2ph+ 1[cos(h/2)] sin 2ph 
-8sin2(h/2)sin h sin(3h/2) 
[1+cos h+cos 3h] ph-  2[cos h+cos 2h]sin ph+ 1 sin 2ph 
A0(P'h) = 8sin2(h/2) sin 2 h 
Seven-Point 
A~, 3(P,h) = 
[3(cos(h/2)+cos(3h/2) )+ 2cos(5h/2)+cos (7h/2) +cos(9h/2)]ph 
+ [sin(h/2) + sin(5h/2) + sin(9h/2) ] cos ph- [5cos(h/2) +4cos(3h/2) +3cos(5h/2) +2cos(7h/2) 
+cos(9h/2)] sin ph T- 1 [sin(5h/2) + sin(7h/2)] cos 2ph+ 1 [2(cos(h/2)+cos(3h/2) )+ cos(5h/2) 
+cos(7h/2)]sin 2ph +--~ [sin(3h/2)]cos 3ph- ~ [cos(3h/2)]sin 3ph 
32sin(h/2)sin h sin(3h/2)sin 2h sin(5h/2)sin 3h 
n . 1 1 l /  
(9) If we employ a "partly barycentric" form, calculating the numerators of S2n+l,i(xj) by []'[i=_nSm ~(xj-xi)]/sin~xj-xi), 
the factor 4n2+4n+l reduces to the linear 6n+2. 
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A~. 2(P,h) = 
A~. l(P,h) = 
[1+3cos h+2(cos 2h+cos 3h)+cos 4h+cos 5h]ph + - [sin 5h]cos ph 
-[2+4(cos h+cos 2h)+ 2(cos 3h+cos 4h)+cos 5h]sin ph~ -1 [sin 4h]cos 2nh 
1 • +1 • 21 . +~ [1+ 2(cos h+cos 2h)+cos 4h]sm 2ph-~[sm h]cos 3ph--~ [cos h]sm 3ph 
-32sin2(h/2)sin h sin(3h/2)sin 2h sin(5h/2) 
[3cos(h/2)+ 2(cos(3h/2)+cos(5h/2) )+cos(7h/2)+cos(9h/2)+cos(llh/2)]ph 
+ [sin(3h/2)-sin(9h/2) + sin(l lh/2)] cos ph-  [4(cos(h/2) +cos(5h/2)) +3cos(3h/2) +2cos(7h/2) 
+cos(9h/2)+cos(Xlh/2)]sin ph+ 1 [sin(3h/2) - sin(7h/2)]cos 2ph+t[2(cos(h/2)+cos(5h/2))  
+cos(3h/2)+cos(7h/2)]sin 2ph+ ~[sin(h/2)]cos 3ph- l[cos(h/2)]sin 3ph 
32sin2(h/2)sin 2 h sin(3h/2)sin 2h 
Ao(P,h ) = 
[1 + 2(cos h+ cos 3h)+3cos 2h+cos 4h+cos 6h]ph- [3 + 4cos h+ 2(cos 2h+cos 3h+cos 4h 
+cos 5h)]sin ph+ [cos h+cos 2h+cos 3h] sin 2ph- 1sin 3 ph 
-32sin2(h/2)sin 2 h sin2(3h/2) 
To obtain Bi(P,h ) replace in the numerators of Ai(P,h ) the factor ph in the first term by l(ph)2, and every 
cos jph and sin jph by (l/j) sin jph and -(1/j)cos jph respectively, leaving the denominators unchanged. 
APPENDIX II 
~/4 




For integrating S3(x ) and S7(x ) exactly over 
[0, ~r/4], we require the nodes and weights for 2r= 2 
and 2r=4 respectively. The coefficients in orthogon- 
al trigonometric polynomials S2r+l(X ) are determin- 
ed uniquely from (16') and these two additional 2. 
conditions, that S2r+l(X ) has its constant erm= 1 
and S2r+l(0 ) = 0. After Finding those coefficients 
and then the non-vanishing zeros (for both 2r = 2 3. 
and 2r = 4 all zeros are inside the interval [0, lr/4]), 
the weights were calculated by solving (21) for 
S2n+l(X) equal to 1 and cos x for 2r = 2, and 1, 
cos x, sin x, sin 2x for 2r = 4. The computations 4. 
were subjected to careful checking, which included 
the final functional checks of applying (21) to 
S2n+l(X) = sin x for 2r = 2, and to S2n+l(X ) = 5. 
cos 2x, cos 3x and sin 3x for 2r = 4. 
For 2r = 2 we have the orthogonal S3(x ) = 1-cosx 
-0 .2673 0350 sin x, whose zeros x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 6. 
0.5223 9370 are the nodes for which the correspond- 
hag weights are A 1 = 0.1983 8607 and A2= 
0.5870 1210. 
For 2r = 4 we have the orthogonal S5(x ) = 7. 
1 - 1.27415 67797 cos x - 0.44652 81498 sin x + 
0.27415 67797 cos 2x + 0.21854 68261 sin 2x, 
from which we obtain (I0) 
x I = 0.0000 0000, 
x 2 = 0.1676 64(65), 
x 3 = 0.4632 45(88), 
x 4 = 0.7151 04(14), 
A 1 = 0.0496 95(52), 
A 2 = 0.2581 61(18), 
A 3 = 0.3031 51(98), 
A 4 _,_ 0.1743 89(48). 
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